The Zealous Lawyer: Is Winning the Only Thing?
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Famous football coaches have given us proverbs like "Winning's not the best thing, it's the only thing" and "Show me a good loser and I'll show you a loser." Sports fans are by and large not impressed by the putative distinction between winning and some other sense of "playing well" (as in the lame parental adage "It's not whether you win or lose but how you play the game"). Playing the game better than the other team is precisely how you win and, more, the team that plays enough better than its opponents to score that extra point deserves to win. "May the better team win" is at some level a tautological wish universally granted, since winning can be thought of as defining the better team. Now, on any given occasion a generally excellent (i.e., winning) team may disgrace itself with sloppy, shoddy playing. But over time the best team will be the team that wins the most. Thus, Vince Lombardi and Woody Hayes have a point when they tell us that nothing else counts.

Lawyers within an adversary system of justice, such as ours, have been thoroughly schooled in the Lombardi-Hayes philosophy of competition. They are steeped in it in law school and held to its standards by their codes of professional obligation. For the cornerstone of the adversary system is the lawyer's duty of zealous partisanship on behalf of his client. The ABA's Code of Professional Responsibility dictates, "The duty of a lawyer, both to his client and to the legal system, is to represent his client zealously within the bounds of the law." Murray L. Schwartz, professor of law at UCLA, explains the lawyer's zeal in this way: